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ABSTRACT

Image steganography and cryptography have been used widely due to the dramatic evolution of the internet of things (IoT) and the simplicity of capturing and transferring digital images. Pressing challenges in the context of a steganography system include security, imperceptibility, and capacity issues. In the existing schemes, fixing one issue has been indicated to affect the other and vice versa. Based on the above challenges, a new scheme has been proposed for the Crypt-steganography scheme. The proposed scheme consists of three main contributions. The first contribution is hybrid additive cryptography (HAC), which is related to encrypting secret messages before the embedding process to ensure security. The HAC depends on ElGamal elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) with cubic Bézier curve to achieve text confidentiality. The second contribution is a bit interchange method (BIGM), which is related to the embedding process and solves the image’s imperceptibility. The third contribution is a new image partitioning method (IPM). The IPM contribution increases the randomization of selecting the embedding pixels. The IPM proposes a random pixel selection based on three iterations of the Hénon Map function used with IPM. Different parameters are used to evaluate the proposed scheme. Based on the findings, the proposed scheme gives evidence to overcome existing challenges.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The internet of things (IoT) applications have recently grown fast because of data communication and user involvement in the continuously interconnected collaborative working devices [1]. The rapid development of IoT applications makes communication and transmission security issues more attractive. Therefore, it is necessary to implement effective security and confidentiality technology to transmit IoT [2]. Such security can be provided using security features such as information security techniques (steganography and encryption) with IoT systems [3]. Combining both techniques will ensure the secret data in the system [4], [5].

Based on the steganography scheme, the secret or private data can be hidden within different media, including the color or grayscale image. Generally, the steganography schemes are attained in the spatial and transform domains [3]. Two important concepts are involved in the steganography technique called stego and cover image [6], [7]. A stego image hosts the secret data with a certain quality, whereas the cover image is pure without containing the secret information. The steganography technique has been applied in the field of medical diagnoses [8], military and defense [9], [10], multimedia biometric data security [11], and cloud
computing [12]. On the next page, Figure 1 exposes the fundamental issues and difficulties concerning the performance of the existing steganography schemes related to the payload capacity, imperceptibility, and security [12], [13].
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Figure 1. The fundamental issues related to the existing steganography systems

The second technique used to ensure the security of secret data is cryptography [14], [15]. Cryptography is one of the major important techniques and is widely used in our life, especially in information security [14], [16]. Cryptography is one of the mathematical methods that ensure the security of information communications. Cryptography contains algorithms and protocols used to improve security [17]. Therefore, cryptography applications are important to ensure secure communications between the sender and the recipient [16], [18].

The cryptography of the text increases the security of any steganography system or the security of the text itself [19]. The text represented as the media needs to be hidden or look for secure hosting media in the steganography [20]. Therefore, text encryption in steganography refers to the security of the text before embedding, protecting it from unauthorized detection or extraction by intruders or attackers. Therefore, this is the primary purpose of text encryption within the image steganography, thereby improving system security. As seen in Figure 1, the payload capacity of a steganography system is defined as the maximum size of the secret message that can be hidden into the image media [9], [18]. The imperceptibility of a steganography system signifies the carrier media quality that can be used for hiding the secret message following the algorithm embedment [21]. The security of a steganography system [11] Refers to its robustness against various statistical attacks such as the chi-square, human visual system (HVS), and histogram analysis (HA). In this perception, the present research intends to resolve various issues related to the existing steganography system and improve its robustness in terms of high security, high payload capacity, and imperceptibility.

It is essential to mention that several studies in image steganography and steganalysis focused on improving imperceptibility (embedding method). Based on this fact, the performance of the developed image steganography system was assessed in terms of the measures, including the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) [12], [16], [22]. One of the prerequisites of any data embedment procedure is imperceptibility which hides the bits into the cover image so that it remains invisible to the eye or statistics [23]. The embedding procedure is inextricably linked to the hidden data payload volume and the steganography system's security. As a result, any reduction in embedded data to the cover image can result in minimal changes to the bits in the original image. This keeps the stego image looking very identical to the original [9], [11]. The PSNR is used to assess the image quality of a steganography method [24]. After embedding, the PSNR value is computed by comparing the original and stego pictures. If the PSNR value is greater than or equal to 30 dB, the data embedding process is deemed undetectable to the HVS [25]. If the value of SSIM is equal to 1, two images are considered similar in the case of SSIM. The photographs are considered noisy if they are not otherwise [9]. An enhancement of the PVD method called adaptive directional pixel value differencing (ADPVD) is proposed to hide secret information in RGB channels of images [21]. The enhancement algorithm used the directions within vertical, horizontal, and diagonal for each RGB channel to hide the information. Different evaluation criteria have been used to evaluate methods such as PSNR, mean square error (MSE), and HA.

Over the years, image steganography and steganalysis developers have focused on improving the PSNR value while evaluating the image steganography system [12], [22]. However, although various proposed solutions enhanced the PSNR, they could not keep the payload capacity at an acceptable level [23]. As a result, a correct embedding approach is still necessary to preserve the trade-off between stego image security and imperceptibility while also increasing the steganography system's durability. Few research has
attempted to improve PSNR values by lowering the MSE for the embedding procedure [26]. However, this comes at the expense of the stego image's imperceptibility and, as a result, the steganography system's robustness. As a result, there is a need to address this problem by developing a robust steganography approach that ensures the stego image's security, capacity, and imperceptibility.

An in-depth literature survey indicated that the studies on the trade-off between the steganography performance criteria are unbalanced [27]. Some researchers used a low payload capacity to increase PSNR and SSIM values. It has been observed that the use of the high payload capacity can affect the image quality, reducing the PSNR plus SSIM and vice versa. The PSNR is considered as low if it is less than equal to 45 dB. Conversely, the PSNR is acceptable if it is less than equal to 59 dB. Otherwise, PSNR is regarded as high [28].

The principle of image steganography methods is present in [29]. In this research, the crucial techniques based on image steganography are introduced in detail. Also, the authors present the primary evaluation criteria used to evaluate steganography. A quantum chaos map and mixing a Zaslavsky with the 3D Hanon map function are used to improve image steganography [30]. The proposed method depends on three phases, each with an algorithm. The proposed method consisted of steganography and encrypted data.

Different contributions have been mentioned in the proposed scheme to improve the image steganography system (ISS). The main contribution of this study is described: i) hybrid additive cryptography (HAC) is the first contribution. It describes the encryption method used to encrypt secret information before embedment. The proposed HAC is used to ensure the security of secret data; ii) the image partitioning method (IPM) is the second contribution of this study. This method used three iterations of the Hénon Map function to produce the high randomization of blocks and pixels in the cover image before embedding; and iii) the bit interchange method (BIGM) is the third contribution of the proposed scheme. The proposed BIGM makes the PSNR high as required, which reflects more space to embed the secret message and achieve high imperceptibility.

The paper's structure comprises four sections, including the introduction and literature review of the relevant studies of image steganography. The central aspect of the methodology of the proposed scheme is described in section 2. In the presented scheme, different methods and algorithms are proposed. These methods and algorithms are described in detail within section 3. The performance evaluation outcome of the developed image steganography scheme against different parameters and achieved in section 4. Finally, the conclusion of the paper with contributions is introduced in section 5.

2. METHOD

Different challenges in the context of a steganography system include security, imperceptibility, and capacity issues. Most researchers have highlighted the trade-offs between these issues. While, the trade-offs between payload and security have been neglected by researchers, as fixing one issue has been indicated to affect the other, and vice versa. Towards overcoming the aforementioned issues, a new scheme has been proposed for image steganography.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME

The proposed scheme is divided into three main contributions. The first contribution is HAC, which is related to the encryption of secret messages before the embedding process. The second contribution is the IPM, and the last contribution is a BIGM, which is related to the embedding process. The next subsections describe the contributions in detail. Figure 2 is mentioned the main steps of the proposed scheme.
3.1. Hybrid additive cryptography

This section discusses HAC based on ElGamal elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) with Cubic Bézier Curve to achieve text confidentiality. The confidentiality and security of the Text before embedding are necessary and needful. The proposed cryptography is used to enhance security level features via the novel hybrid cryptography approach that combines security concepts in Bézier curves techniques and the Elliptic curve EC points to produce a hybrid-key point (cypher key). The proposed HAC is shown in Figure 3.

3.1.1. Agreement between sender and receiver

The framework agreement is done between the sender and the receiver. The authentication is used to emphasize the receiver part, and the data was sent from a recognized sender part and did not modify in between by an unauthorized person. In this stage, a new method is proposed to generate a session key from the master key using Bézier curves equations and fitting the curve on the master key. The procedure is achieved by monitoring points between the receiver and sender sides. Algorithm 1 describes the agreement procedure:
Algorithm 1
1. The Elliptic-curve (EC) produce through finite field (FF) E(EP).
   In a secret way, control the secret point for Bézier:
   \[ BP_1 = (x_1,y_1), BP_2 = (x_2,y_2) \text{ and } t = (t_1,t_2) \in [0,1] \text{ and the compute } t \text{ by: } (t_1,t_2) \in [0,1] \text{ Mod } p. \]
3. Secretly on a base point P that related E, (P ∈ E (EP)).

3.1.2. Key produce phase
This phase describes the creation of the cryptography keys, the Master Key (QA) and Session-Key (QB). The QA is the major key that used to produce the QB, while the QB is the key which uses to encrypt a text.

a. Master key production (QA)
The major process for master key (QA) within this work is to produce the QA. This work introduces a new algorithm to produce the QA by utilizing the ElGamal Elliptic Curve algorithm (EEC). The result is a point that represents the master key between sender and receiver.

b. Session key production (QB)
In this phase, a new algorithm to produce the QB using the QA is introduced. The master key QA will convert into binary bits (Bin) then convert it to decimal (De). Finally, multiply De with the QA and the result point is represented as QA. The key generation process is explained in detail within algorithm 2:

Algorithm 2
1. Receiver chosen random integer d as secret point.
2. Compute the Public-Key QA using the d integer:
   \[ dB = QA \text{ and keep } d \text{ as a secret integer}. \]
3. Chosen random integer e by sender as a secret piont.
4. Compute the master key QA by using e and QA
   \[ eQA = QA \Rightarrow (x,e,y). \]
5. Convert the QA to Bin and to De, compute n = De Mod p.
6. Compute the session key QA by using n and QA
   \[ nQA = QA. \]

3.1.3. Encryption stage
Securing secret information is the most important issue in text encryption. In the proposed method, the encryption stage consists of two parts:

a. Encrypt the secret text process
After building the master key from the recipient’s public key in this algorithm, a new technique was added in this part by converting the QA into binary bits and then into decimal to generate the session key to increase the security and robustness of the algorithm. This technique is used as the authentication between the sender and receiver. This change will make the encryption process more secure than the existing algorithms process.

b. Encrypt the master key process
The QA must transfer with the ciphertext to a receiver part. Therefore, the algorithm 3 must be encrypt the QA before sending it. The cubic Bézier curve and agreed on control points (Bézier points) between the sender and receiver are used for encrypting the cipher key with the ciphertext. The flowchart of the proposed encryption idea is shown in Figure 4. Algorithm 3 is explained in detail the proposed encryption process:

Algorithm 3
1. Select the secret text.
2. Convert all the characters of text to ASCII value.
3. Use point P to compute \[ M, t = 1,2,3, ... \]
4. Encrypt the message point M using QA by C = M + QA, C is ciphertext.
5. Encrypt the QA = (x, y) using secret control points of Bézier:
   \[ BP_1 = (x_1,y_1), BP_2 = (x_2,y_2) \text{ and } t = (t_1,t_2) \in [0,1] \text{ and the compute } t \text{ by: } (t_1,t_2) \in [0,1] \text{ Mod } p \text{ via:} \]
   \[ K_1 = x_1(1-t_1)^3 + 3x_2(1-t_1)^2t_1 + 3x_3(1-t_1)t_1^2 + t_1t_2^3 \text{ Mod } p \]
   \[ K_2 = y_1(1-t_1)^3 + 3y_2(1-t_1)^2t_1 + 3y_3(1-t_1)t_1^2 + y_2t_1t_2^2 \text{ Mod } p \]
   \[ K = (K_1,K_2) \text{ is cipher key}. \]
6. Send (C, K) to receiver side.
7. End
3.1.4. Decryption process

The aim of the decryption stage is to retrieve the original text during the reverse processes of the encryption algorithm (algorithm 3). On the receiver side, the ciphertext and cipher key are used in the decryption process (algorithm 4). Firstly, algorithm 4 is used the secret control points (Bézier points). The Bézier points are used to decrypt the cipher key and then find the session key. Secondly, the session key is used to decrypt the ciphertext. The proposed decryption method is explained in detail in algorithm 4:

**Algorithm 4**

1. Receive \( C, K \) from sender side.
2. Find the \( Q_A \) via decrypt \( K = (K_1, K_2) \) using
   \[ B_P = (x_1, y_1), B_P = (x_2, y_2), t = (t_1, t_2) \in [0, 1] \text{ mod } p \]
   \[ x_4 = [k_1 - x_1(1 - t_1)^3 + 3x_2(1 - t_2)^2t_1 + 3x_3(1 - t_1)t_2] \cdot (t_1) \text{ mod } p \]
   \[ y_4 = [k_2 - y_1(1 - t_2)^3 + 3y_2(1 - t_1)^2t_2 + 3y_3(1 - t_1)t_2] \cdot (t_2) \text{ mod } p \]
   \[ Q_A = (x_A, y_A) \text{ the master key.} \]
3. Convert the \( Q_A \) to Bin and then to De, finally, compute \( n = \text{De mod } p \)
4. Compute the \( Q_A \) by using \( n \) and \( Q_A : n = Q_b, a = Q_b \).
5. Decrypt the ciphertext \( C \) using the \( Q_A \) via:
   \[ M = C - Q_A. \]
6. Using secret point \( P \) to solve DLP for \( M = m_iP \).
7. Convert the value of \( m_i \) into ASCII characters.
8. Obtain the text.
9. End

Proposed encryption example

1. **The Agreement Process Between Alice and Bop**
   - Publicly: Alice and Bob agree on an elliptic curve \( E \) over \( F_{967} \) \((E(F_{967})) \) and \( B = (887, 292) \in E, \text{where } \#E = 919 \)
   \[ E: y^2 = x^3 + 78x + 96 \text{ mod } 967, \text{where } a = 78, b = 96 \text{ and } \]
   \[ p = 967 \text{ satisfy the condition } 4a^3 + 27b^2 \text{ mod } p : \]
   \[ [4(78)^3 + 27(96)^2] \text{ mod } 967 = 300 \neq 0. \]
   - Secretly: Alice and Bob agree on Bézier point \( B_P = (215, 115) \), \( B_P = (160, 140) \), \( B_P = (100, 75) \) and \( t = (0.86, 0.75) \in [0, 1] \text{ mod } 967, \text{and they comput:} \)
   \[ r = (0.86, 0.75) \in [0, 1] \text{ mod } 967 \]
   \[ t = (86 + 100 - 75 + 100 - 3) \text{ mod } 967 \]
   \[ t = (86 + 938, 75 + 938) \text{ mod } 967 \]
   \[ t = (407, 726). \]
   - Secretly: Alice and Bob agree on another base point on \( E, \text{let} \]
   \[ P = (678, 801). \]

2. **Key Generation Process**
   - Bob chooses a random integer \( d = 612 \) as a private key, and then computes the public key:
   \[ Q_b = dB = 612(887, 292) = (937, 739), \text{and keep } d \text{ secret} \]
   - Alice chooses a random integer \( e = 521 \) as a secret key, and uses
     Bob’s public key to compute the master key:
   \[ Q_A = eQ_b = 521(937, 739) = (330, 235). \]
   - Alice converts the master key \( Q_A = (330, 235) \) to binary bits:
     \[ B_A = 10100101011101101, \text{and then converts it to decimal} \]
     \[ Dec = 84715, \text{and computes } n = Dec \text{ mod } p \]
     \[ n = 84715 \text{ mod } 967 = 856 \]
   - Calculate the session key \( Q_d, \text{by: } Q_d = nQ_A = 586(330, 235) \]
   \[ Q_d = (208, 534). \]
1. Encryption process (Alice)
   - Converts each characters into ASCII values: \( e: m_1 = 101, l: m_2 = 108, g: m_3 = 103, a: m_4 = 97 \), \( m_5 = 109, a: m_5 = 97, t: m_6 = 108 \).
   - Uses the secret point \( P = (678,801) \) to compute \( m_6P = 101(678,801) = (838,836) \).
   - Encrypts the master \( M \) and based on session key \( Q_4 \) by compute: \( C = M + Q_4 = (838,836) + (208,388) = (331,1742) \).
   - Encrypts the master \( Q_4 = (175,388) \) using \( BP_k = (225,366) \).
   - Computes the master \( Q_4 = (175,388) \) using \( BP_k = (225,366) \).

2. Decryption Process (Bob)
   - Receives \( [C, K] \) to Bob
   - Decrypts \( K = (633,530) \) using \( BP_k = (2015,115) \).
   - Computes \( k = \frac{1}{(100,75)} \) and \( t = (407,726) \) by compute and find the master key:
     - \( x_4 = k_4 - x_3(1 - t_3) - 3x_2(1 - t_2)t_1 + 3x_1(1 - t_1)t_2 \)
     - \( y_4 = y_3(1 - t_3) - 3y_2(1 - t_2)t_1 + 3y_1(1 - t_1)t_2 \)
   - Calculates the secret key \( Q_4 \) by: \( nQ_4 = 586(330,235) \).
   - Decrypts the ciphertext \( C = (331,724) \) to find the message \( M \) by:
     - Compute: \( M = C - Q_4 \).

3.2. Huffman coding
   - In compression theory in computer science, Huffman coding (HC) is a compression algorithm that reduces data such as text data. The algorithm exploits the letters’ hesitation (weight) and the text file’s length or text stream. In HC, the text stream lengths are important and necessary with the algorithm for lossless data compression. The suitable fragmentation for the text stream length makes the system more reliable and robust [27]. The main goal of the HC algorithm is to reduce the size of the text before embedding it in the image.
   - The main process of the Huffman algorithm depends on reducing frequent letters and giving them priority for storing them in memory efficiently. The variable length coding (VLC) and fixed length coding (FLC) are two main types of Huffman coding. The minimum number of bits required to store an encoded message is achieved by using HCF. Huffman coding is an example of entropy encoding.[30]

3.3. Image partitioning method
   - A new partitioning method is used in this study to improve the security of image steganography. This method is called the IPM. This method partitions an image into three phases to secure the final embedding pixel using a randomization procedure. There are various advantages of using a randomization algorithm, as follows: i) simplicity for solving various problems; ii) highly efficient; iii) easy implementation; iv) optimum security level of the proposed work.
   - Based on these advantages, the proposed IPM has used a random approach with the proposed scheme. The IPM has two phases: the first is responsible for image partitioning, and the second is responsible for random pixel selection based on Hénon map function (HMF). Both phases work together to achieve the security level of the proposed work. Three phases in image partitioning will be performed. The image is partitioned into an 8x8 block (comprising 64 blocks) as an initial partitioning. The second partitioning selects a block out of the 64 blocks and further partitions it into a block of 64×64 pixels (4096 pixels). The final partitioning selects a sub-pixel from the 4096 pixels and partitions it into a block of 8x8 pixels (64 pixels).

   - To achieve enhanced security in a proposed work, three control random parameter function based on the Henon map function have been used. In most studies, researchers have commonly implemented a single parameter to choose the number, whereby an initial condition for this function (single) is 10^15, while the probability of finding the number is 2^256. On the other hand, the Henon map function increases the complexity in the attempts of finding the number by 10^15, which is a rough equivalent of 2^80. This is sufficient to secure the secret text within an image.
   - The HMF is an idea about dynamic function (DF) with a chaotic behaviour. The Henon map has two initial parameters: \( (a=1.4) \) and \( (b=0.3) \) which serve a chose behaviour for the chaotic function. The HMF depends primarily on a and b parameters and can be illustrated as a coordinate point \( (X_n, Y_n) \) on a plane. These points will be used in this function as (1).
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\[
\begin{aligned}
    x_{n+1} &= 1 - ax_n^2 + y_n \\
    y_{n+1} &= bx_n
\end{aligned}
\]  

(1)

The main objective of using three steps (for block and pixel) with a random map is to increase the security of the embedded process in an image. To achieve a random pixel distribution, pixel matching with secret data value is needed.

3.4. Embedding process based on Bit interchange method

Proposed BIGM aims to keep the stego image with secret data like the original image. After selecting the pixels using IPM, the embedding process is ready. Before the embedding process, the secret data is divided into 64 bits. At this stage, the 64 bits (the last stage of IPM) will replace with 64 bits (from the secret data). Before replacing (embedding process), check the match between the bits in the original image and the bits in the secret data. The secret data is exchanged and embedded if the number of matching bits is less than the number of non-matching bits. Otherwise, directly embed the secret bits. Figure 6 shows red bits represent non-matching bits, and green bits represent match bits.

The pixels for each cycle checked the LSBs and compared them with the corresponding bit in the secret data. The BIGM procedure is considered when between cover image LSBs and secret bits conform. This procedure condition is stored in the stego key to retrieve the information later on from the receiver. Stego key is built through the embedding method and consists of a lot of sequence information about the embedding process. The other side inverted this procedure to extract the secret message. The payload capacity of the secret message is estimated for bitplane (1) using: (512×512)/8=32768 bits. Irrespective of the inversion of the secret during embedding, all embedding occurs in bitplane (1), as illustrated in Figure 7.
The secret data is inverted and embedded when the majority does not correspond to the matching bits. Otherwise, the secret data is inserted directly into the cover image. The most important procedure is to mark all the pixels into the block map called the BIGM block. Figure 8 shows the details of this procedure. Simplistically, in BIGM, the embedding follows a certain condition: the matching between bits of secret data and bits in the LSB image if many should be embedded directly or else inverting them embed.

It is important to check the LSB of the pixel because all the information related to inspection is also stored in the BIGM block. Tracking the pixel is impossible without a BIGM block. Therefore, mapping and storing the procedure is necessary. During the checking of matching pixels, it is necessary to keep the mess of the bit distribution as much as possible so that the HVS attack can be avoided.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The approaches for evaluating the stego image can be objective or subjective. The objective evaluation methods use mathematical criteria and a variety of other criteria, such as ground truth or prior information from statistical concerns, to determine the discrepancies between the stego picture and the cover image. On the other hand, subjective evaluation approaches rely on human observation and judgment rather than any reference standards. The outcomes will be described in detail.

4.1. Evaluation criteria

Various types of steganalysis (stego analysis) methods have been proposed to test stego image performance prior to sending it out to receivers. Leading methods to simulate attacks on steganography performance in the literature include chi-square, HVS attack, MSE, PSNR, HA, and SSIM.

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{MN} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (a(i,j) - b(i,j))^2
\]  

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \frac{I_{\text{max}}^2}{MSE}
\]  

\[
SSIM
\]
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In MSE and PSNR, the three embeddings include simple LSB, PVD, and proposed method, as shown in Table 1. When the result of the proposed system is compared against the performance of existing methods in data hiding, a distinguishable performance difference is noted, as shown in Table 2. Table 3 compares the findings obtained using the SSIM and MSE to those obtained using existing state-of-the-art approaches. The proposed method’s evaluation findings were found to be superior to those published in the literature. The cover image is viewed as the stego image in the image histogram, and this is the major goal of the image steganography histogram, as illustrated in Figures 9 for color and grayscale images, respectively. The cover image is viewed as the stego image in the image histogram, and this is the major goal of the image steganography histogram, as illustrated in Figures 9 for color and grayscale images, respectively.

Table 1. Different result related to MSE and PSNR with different techniques with proposed work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Payload (bytes)</th>
<th>Embedding percent (%)</th>
<th>MSE (LSB)</th>
<th>MSE (PVD)</th>
<th>MSE (proposed work)</th>
<th>PSNR (LSB)</th>
<th>PSNR (PVD)</th>
<th>PSNR (proposed work)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16384</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.3328</td>
<td>0.2123</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>71.32</td>
<td>78.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32768</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.6453</td>
<td>0.5023</td>
<td>0.2011</td>
<td>61.22</td>
<td>67.63</td>
<td>73.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49152</td>
<td>18.75</td>
<td>0.9332</td>
<td>0.8323</td>
<td>0.6011</td>
<td>55.76</td>
<td>63.16</td>
<td>68.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65536</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.3228</td>
<td>0.9881</td>
<td>0.8021</td>
<td>50.82</td>
<td>55.91</td>
<td>61.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. PSNR benchmarking at 16384 bytes of capacity payload data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Payload capacity (bytes)</th>
<th>Lena</th>
<th>Papper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>64.54</td>
<td>64.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>72.09</td>
<td>71.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[25]</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>68.34</td>
<td>68.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24]</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>71.27</td>
<td>71.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed study</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>73.09</td>
<td>73.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Results of the suggested scheme vs the state of the art in SSIM and MSE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Dataset/Image size</th>
<th>EP (%)</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
<th>MSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[30]</td>
<td>USC-SIPI 512×512</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[32]</td>
<td>USC-SIPI 512×512</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>USC-SIPI 512×512</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed study</td>
<td>USC-SIPI 512×512</td>
<td>6.25</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.00127</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Histograms of the original carrier images and the corresponding stego images
5. CONCLUSION

The main objective of the proposed research is to improve and highlight the security of the image steganography system with maintaining the PSNR value. In this study, a high payload capacity of the secret message is used during hide within the image. The current study has many valuable contributions which are like IPM, HAC, and BIGM. These contributions achieved the objectives of image steganography, such as security, and produced a high value of imperceptibility. The results achieved in this study indicate that the proposed system is efficient in terms of security and capacity. Based on findings, the high result obtained in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and MSE when compared with important existing schemes. In addition, the plan for the exploration towards improving and continuing this research has been emphasized in the future. In short, the newly designed steganography scheme owing to its outperforming attributes, could improve the security, robustness, capacity, imperceptibility, and immunity against unknown and known attacks.
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